CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENTS IN BRITISH
PRESERVATION LAW AND PRACTICE
GRwAHAu

AsHwoRTH*

In the span of approximately five years, there has been a phenomenal change in
British attitude towards historic buildings. This is illustrated by comparing two
authorities writing only three and a half years apart. An editorial written in early
i967, referring to one particular locality in which the number of listed buildings was
reduced in less than twenty years from i3o to twenty-five, noted:
What has happened here is not unique. It has happened all over Britain. The
x947 Act, which was intended to give a measure of protection to such pleasant
comers of our towns, has failed to do so. In a mere twenty years irreparable harm
has been done to character, dignity and urban values built up over the centuries.
Unless the double process of conservation and renewal is brought quickly under
control, we shall, within the foreseeable future, have damaged our heritage beyond
repair.'
By mid-97o the situation had changed so much that the Preservation Policy Group,
a body with members from various branches of government, could write, "we have
no major recommendations to make about legislation ....
"' While there are some
who have reservations about the final adequacy of the detail of the legislation, there
is general agreement with the view of the Policy Group.
I
THE STATUTORY SCHmM IN 1966
There is a difference in British law between a listed building and a scheduled
ancient monument. A listed building is one which has been listed by the Secretary
of State for the Environment as being of special architectural or historic interest.
Normally, these are inhabited buildings. Ancient monuments are buildings or
other structures, such as mounds, walls, and, interestingly, caves, which have been
scheduled under the Ancient Monuments Act and which are the responsibility
of the Minister of Public Buildings and Works,' now also within the Department
of the Environment. They are usually unoccupied.
The situation with regard to ancient monuments is today substantially the
same as it was in the first half of this century. Ancient monuments include "any
building, structure or other work ... of which the preservation is, in the opinion of
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the... [Minister], a matter of public interest by reason of the historic, architectural,
traditional, artistic or archaeological interest attaching thereto."4 The Minister of
Works was given power to acquire or accept the ownership or guardianship of these
monuments, to use national funds for their upkeep, and to receive voluntary contributions towards them. Similar powers are given to local authorities. He has power
to intervene when a building which he considers to be an ancient monument is in
danger of destruction, removal, or damage from neglect or injudicious treatment.
Acting on advice from the Ancient Monuments Board, he may serve an interim
preservation notice on the owners. Procedures are available for compensating owners
who may claim injury while the notice is in force.'
In 1966, listed buildings were subject to the relevant provisions of the Town
and Country Planning Act 19 62P By this legislation the Minister is required to
compile lists of buildings of special architectural or historic interest. By mid-1966,
over 90,ooo buildings in England and Wales had been placed on the statutory lists.
A provisional list of buildings was first prepared. It divided buildings into four
categories:
Grade I
Grade II*
Grade II
Grade III

Buildings of outstanding interest. (Only about four per cent of statutory buildings are in this grade.)
Buildings of special interest which warrant every effort to preserve
them. (Most such buildings are classified as Grade II; particularly important ones in this grade are classified Grade II*.)
Buildings which did not qualify for the statutory list by the standards
current when the list was compiled, but which were important enough
to be drawn to the attention of local authorities and others so that the
case for preserving them could be fully considered.

These lists contain a brief description of the buildings. After local authorities were
consulted concerning matters other than the merits of a building, buildings graded
I, 110, and II are placed on the statutory lists; these contain neither grading nor
description. In 1966, buildings graded III were included in separate lists known as
supplementary lists which accompanied the statutory lists. Crown property could
not be listed in 1966. Churches could be listed although they were not subject to
control while in ecclesiastical use. Churches of the Church of England were graded
A, B, or C on the provisional list, but these gradings were not be equated with the
Grades I, II, and III used for other buildings. All such churches qualified for inclusion in the statutory list. Churches and chapels of other denominations were
graded in the same way as secular buildings.
Anyone seeking to demolish a building on the statutory list or to alter it in a way
that would seriously affect its character was required to give two months' written
1931, 21 & 22 Geo. 5, c. i6, § x5(i).
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notice to the local planning authority, which in turn had to notify the Minister.
It was then open to the local planning authority or the district council to issue a
building preservation order. The effect of such an order, which had to be confirmed
by the Minister, was to prohibit the demolition or serious alteration of the building
without the express permission of the authority which made the order. The Minister
could issue a building preservation order even though the local authority did not
choose -to do so. If a local planning authority were the owner of a listed building,
notice of intended works had to be given to the Minister, who was empowered to
issue a building preservation order. Any building of special interest, whether or not
on the statutory list, could be made the subject of a building preservation order.
The local authority had power to acquire a building for which a building preservation order was in effect if it were being improperly maintained
This procedure saved many worthy buildings that would otherwise have been
destroyed, but it was limited to the preservation of individual buildings rather than
areas as a whole, and it was extremely cumbrous. If neither the local planning
authority nor the Minister acted within the rather short period of two months, the
building could be destroyed or irretrievably altered. The situation in 1966 could not
be regarded as satisfactory. If the owner of a listed building were not prevented
from demolishing it within two months, he could proceed with his plans, even if
he knew the local authority and the Minister were considering issuing a building
preservation order.
Two months was an unrealistic period within which to issue a building preservation order. Many fine buildings were lost before an order could be confirmed.
Because the emphasis in preservation was so strongly placed on the individual building, rather than on groups of buildings and buildings in their settings, historic areas
in many towns were gradually eroded. Some historic towns were developed in such
a way that their historic characters and their appearances were very much degraded.
Such developments were largely the result of defects in the system, but they were
also encouraged because public opinion had not been alerted to the value of its
architectural and historic heritage and no attention was given to the fact that historic
buildings were disappearing at the rate of about 40o a year.
II
LEGISLATION SINcE

1966

AND THE PRESENT SITUATION

It has already been noted that a radical change in both law and attitude has
occurred since x966. The statutory situation has changed as a result of the passage
by Parliament of several acts The best way to conceptualize the present situation
is to subdivide the subject into three broad headings:
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A. Individual Buildings.

B. Groups of buildings within a town, city, or village. (This could conceivably
encompass an entire village.)

C. The conservation of entire tracts of countryside including villages and small
towns within them.

A. Individual Buildings
The Civic Amenities Act 1967 strengthened the existing legislation with respect
to listed buildings. Six months notice instead of two now must be given for proposals
to alter or demolish a listed building. Penalties were introduced for unauthorized
works on listed buildings and acts likely to damage them. Power to acquire a neglected listed building were extended to cover all listed buildings, and local authorities
were given the power to issue to owners a repairs notice with respect to listed
buildings urgently in need of repair. If the notice is not complied with in seven days,
the local authorities may carry out the repairs.' °
The Town and Country Planning Act 1968 has done much more. Part V has
replaced the cumbersome system of building preservation orders with a system of
listed building consents, which works in much the same way as the system of
planning permission for new development. Listed building consent is needed prior
to alteration or demolition of a listed building, and all applications must be advertised. National amenity societies must be notified of applications for consent to
demolish listed buildings, and local authorities have been asked to notify local amenity
and civic societies as well. These arrangements and requirements with respect to
advertisement in the press provide a means whereby the public can receive information and can express its views. In the same manner as applications for new development, the Minister may require applications to be submitted to him, and he must
determine appeals from the refusal of listed building consent, and from enforcement
notices. He must also hear proposals for the modification and revocation of listed
building consents. The owner of a listed building has no right to challenge the
listing of his building, but he has a right to challenge all the consequences of that
listing.".
Part V contains other important provisions for safeguarding listed buildings. If

alteration or demolition threatens an unlisted building regarded by the local planning
authority as worthy of listing, the local authority may serve a building preservation
notice which, for a maximum period of six months, gives the building the same
protection as a listed building. The Minister then has six months to decide whether
to list it. The local planning authority may not only issue a compulsory purchase order
with respect to a neglected historic building, but if it considers the neglect to have
been deliberate, it may apply for a certificate of minimum compensation. This enables
the local authorities to acquire the building at a price which ignores the development
10
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value of the site. A person working on a listed building without the necessary
authority is subject to a heavy fine and imprisonment. Also, he may be required
to restore the building to its former state. If he refuses to comply with the ordered
restoration, a heavy fine may be imposed, with a further fine for each day the requirement remains unfulfilled. The existence of these provisions should deter people
from deliberately neglecting their old buildings in order to realize their site value
and from carrying out unauthorized alterations and demolitions. When the minister
is considering whether to list a building which is part of a group, he has an important
new power to take into account the extent to which a building's exterior contributes
to the architectural or historic interest of the group. The Act also provides that
Crown property can be listed and, although Crown development is not subject to
statutory control, development by Crown lessees is subject to listed building control.P
B. Groups of Buildings
Probably the most important provision of the Civic Amenities Act x967 was the
duty it placed on local planning authorities to identify those parts of their areas which
are of special architectural or historic interest and to designate them as conservation
areas. They must pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing
the character of such an area when exercising their planning functions. They must
also advertise applications for development which would affect the character or
appearance of a conservation area. The great importance of these provisions is that
they give the first statutory ,recognition to the fact that entire areas have a character
that is more than the individual characteristics of the separate buildings, and that
groups of buildings may have special merit even when no individual building is
listed.Y
In Britain much of the force of a piece of legislation may be in the regulations
a Minister issues or the advice he gives in a circular. In the case of the Civic Amenities
Act, a number of guidelines were contained in a circular and its accompanying
memorandum. In that circular the attention of local authorities was drawn to the
new powers available to it.
[T]he Ministers will welcome the co-operation of local authorities in taking

firmer action to protect buildings of special architectural or historic interest....
.. . The great majority of listed buildings are still capable of beneficial use
in the present day, and given skill and understanding new development can
usually be made to blend happily with the old. The destruction of listed buildings
is very seldom necessary for the sake of improvement; more often it is the result
of neglect, or of failure to appreciate good architecture.
Designation of a conservation area will be only preliminary to action to preserve
or enhance its character and appearance: it will be of little practical value without this. The local planning authority, with the agreement of the local authority
" Id. §§ 44, 45,
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where appropriate, should therefore adopt a positive scheme of action for each
area at an early stage.
The first need will be to decide how far new development should or should
not be permitted in the conservation area..
. . It will be important to see that
every new building is designed not as a separate entity, but as part of the larger
whole-as a new-comer to a scene with a well established character of its own....
Proposals for new development that are likely to affect the character of a
conservation area to any significant extent may be of general public concern.
Section 1(6) of the Act recognises this by requiring planning authorities to advertise such applications, indicating the nature of the development in question, and
to consider any representations they may receive in deciding whether or not to
grant permission. Authorities are asked to make full use of this procedure, and
it is hoped that they will find it helpful in reaching the right decisions on the
more important proposals affecting conservation areas ...
Anything that can be done to raise the environmental quality of an area
following its designation as a conservation area may stimulate efforts to preserve
the good buildings in the area, and local authorities may be able to help more
directly by paying grants for repairs or by taking the lead in restoring particular
buildings themselves .... 4
The Town and Country Planning Act 1968 also has provisions concerning conservation areas. It empowers the Minister to direct local planning authorities to consult specified persons or organizations with regard to planning applications for
development in conservation areas and with regard to applications for listed building
consent.'5 He has issued directions concerning the latter but not the former. Instead
he has urged local authorities to set up conservation area committees.
The Minister suggests that local planning authorities should establish conservation area advisory committees, including persons not members of the authority,
and refer to them for advice on applications which would, in the opinion of the
authority, affect the character or appearance of the conservation area. It would
be for the authority to decide whether to set up one committee (which might
be the right solution for e.g. a county borough or London borough with very few
conservation areas) or several committees (which would be appropriate for a
county with scattered conservation areas or a borough with a considerable
number of them). The Minister suggests that nominations to serve on such
committees should be sought from the Royal Institute of British Architects, the
Town Planning Institute and any other national bodies which the authority
think appropriate; and from county or other local archaeological, historical and
civic and amenity societies. Where a conservation area is in a residential neighbourhood, consideration should be given to inviting a resident or residents to
serve on the advisory committee. Where a conservation area contains a shopping
and commercial centre, it may be appropriate to invite representatives of the
" MINIst Y OF HOUSING AND LocAL Gov'T, Civic Am-iTiEs AcT x967-PARTS I & II, Circular
53/67, at 3, 9,1o (Aug. 7, 1967) •
"'Town and Country Planning Act 1968, c. 72, § 56.
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local Chamber of Trade or Street Association to serve. The Civic Trust, the
Council for British Archaeology, and Councils for Rural Preservation and building preservation bodies at national level can be consulted about the local civic
and amenity, historical or archaeological societies to be approached for nominations. The work of these advisory committees need not be confined to questions
arising on applications for planning permission or listed building consent. They
could also play a useful part in the general care and maintenance of conservation
areas and in making positive proposals for their enhancement. 16
Part VI of the Act provides that a local planning authority may apply to the
Minister of Transport for an order converting an existing road to a footpath as part
of a proposal to improve the amenity of part of its area. Such an order would
extinguish the right to use a vehicle on the road and would create a permanent
pedestrian way.Y Part IX of the Transport Act 1968 is related to this in that it
empowers the local authority to deny the use of a road to vehicles on amenity grounds
for periods not exceeding eight hours a day. With the Minister's approval the prohibited period may be made longer. 8 The Housing Act 1969 also allows a local
authority to close roads to traffic within General Improvement Areas.' 9
Finally, the Housing Act 1969 has measures which affect individual buildings
and groups in conservation areas in what is one of the vexed aspects of conservation,
finance. For some time successive governments have been anxious to secure improvement to old houses deficient in amenities but still sound structurally. The 1969
Housing Act provided new powers and incentives to owners and local authorities.
The formal discretionary grant rose from $960 to $2,400, and the conversion grant
rose from $i,ioo per flat obtained by conversion to $3,280. Of particular interest is
the concept of general improuement areas within which the local authority can
improve not only individual houses but also the surrounding environment. In addition to the grants payable for the improvement of the property, local authorities can
qualify for a grant of half the cost of carrying out environmental improvements in
a general improvement area, subject to an expenditure limit of $240 per dwelling
in the area. This is particularly relevant to buildings of special architectural or
historic interest. In a case in which conversion of these properties so that the new
work blends harmoniously with the old is so expensive that it cannot be assisted
within the normal limits, the Minister may consider higher grants 0
C. The Wider Conservation of Whole Tracts of Countryside
Because the United States has such extensive national parks, perhaps the meaning
of certain terms in Britain should be clarified.
A national park is an extensive tract of country which should be preserved or
X MINISTRY oF HOUSING AND LocAL
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enhanced because of its natural beauty and the chances it offers for open-air recreation. Designation as a national park does not entail a change in ownership nor does
it guarantee access to the general public. It has been said they are neither national
nor parks. The Minister or a local authority may acquire parts of a park if it
deems it necessary in order to preserve or enhance it. And the local authority can,
by agreement or by an order confirmed by the Minister, obtain public access to the
area. The local authority has power to provide accommodations and facilities?'
The term area of outstanding natural beauty is self-explanatory. Designation
procedure is similar to that for national parks. The differences are that the tract
of country need not be "extensive" nor need it provide opportunities for openair recreation, and the local authority managing the area has no power to provide
accommodations or camping facilities. One of the principal practical effects of designa2
tion is that grants for acquisition are made available?
Conservation of especially beautiful countryside is considered in the various acts
concerned with national parks and public access to the countryside?3 Most of these
were enacted before 1966, but the Countryside Act of 1968 added to the powers granted
in the other acts. It enabled local authorities to acquire land for country parks. These
were designed to be tracts of land especially developed as recreational centers for
urban dwellers. Parliament's intention was to reduce pressure on the national parks
and areas of outstanding natural beauty by providing alternative "pleasure centers. 2 4
Perhaps the most important factor in securing conservation of the countryside is
the existence of the Countryside Commission which is directly charged with preserving and enhancing natural beauty, giving advice about natural beauty, and encouraging facilities for the enjoyment of the countryside? 5
D. Recommendations
There are gaps in the present statutes. The Preservation Policy Group itself drew
attention to two of them and suggested ways of closing them.
First, although local authorities have the power under Section 6 of the Civic
Amenities Act 1967 to carry out works which are urgently necessary for the

preservation of an unoccupied listed building they must do so at their own expense: they have no power to recover the cost from the owner even if the building

has been wilfully neglected for financial gain. This is hardly an incentive to local
authorities to take speedy action, or to owners to keep their buildings in repair themselves.
We have considered sections 36 and 59 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1962 which enable local planning authorities to serve notice on the owner of
21 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949,

64.
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a garden or vacant land that is injuring amenity, requiring him to abate the
injury: if this notice is not complied with in a specified time (at least 28 days)
the local planning authority can themselves do the work and recover the cost.
There is a right of appeal against such a notice to a magistrate's court. We
recommend that analogous provision should be made for emergency repairs to
listed buildings, so that local authorities can recover the cost of repairs they have
carried out under Section 6 of the Civic Amenities Act 1967. This seems
reasonable because the repairs carried out by the authority will have preserved
the value of the property to the owner. A relatively small amount spent on
emergency repairs can often prevent deterioration which will cost far more to
remedy.
We think, therefore, that Section 6 of the Civic Amenities Act should be
examined and, if necessary, amended, to ensure that it covers works necessary to
keep a building weatherproof so far as may be reasonably possible, to prevent
danger to persons in or adjoining the building and to prevent further deterioration. There should be provision for serving a notice on the owner, if he can be
traced, describing the works to be done and giving him a period in which to
appeal to a magistrate's court if he considers the works unnecessary or outside
the terms of the section. The council should be able to recover the cost of emergency work done under these powers but, again, there should be a right of appeal
to a magistrate's court against the amount to be recovered.
The second gap which we think exists in the present legislation relates to
buildings that have a considerable "break-up" value, i.e., where detachable things
such as panelling, staircases and fireplaces would fetch a considerable sum in the
saleroom if the building were demolished. An owner who has deliberately
neglected his listed building in order to realise the development value of the
site can be deprived of that value if the building is acquired by the local authority
in order to preserve it. But if an owner is refused listed building consent to
demolish a building and subsequently serves a purchase notice on the local
authority, and this notice is accepted or confirmed (or if a building is acquired
compulsorily because it is neglected) the price the local authority pay may well
under existing law include a break-up value.
We are agreed that, where a building has been deliberately neglected to enable
the owner to realise its break-up value, he should not be allowed to profit by his
neglect, and we think Section 53 of the Town and Country Planning Act x968
20
should be amended to deal with break-up value as well as development value.
A further loophole in the law is that once local authorities have designated conservation areas, they are under no compulsion to do anything further. This brings us to
the next stage.
I
THE WILL TO CoNsmvE

Much of the will to conserve has been expressed through individuals, either members of voluntary bodies or semi-official advisory boards or councils. Some of these
bodies should be listed.
28
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(i) The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings is a voluntary body,
founded by William Morris in 1877 to prevent the worst ravages of Victorian
restoration.
(2) The Historic Buildings Council is an official body advising the Minister on
buildings or groups of buildings of outstanding architectural or historic interest. It
27
advises on the presentation of grants for repair
(3)The National Trust, established by Act of Parliament in 19o7, receives income from Parliament and voluntary contributions. It is empowered to acquire
buildings or countryside for conservation in the name of the general public. It can
receive buildings as gifts, endowments, or in lieu of death taxes 2
(4)The Georgian and Victorian Societies are voluntary bodies dedicated to the
love and preservation of buildings and artifacts dating from those periods.
(5)The Council for the Protection of Rural England is an entirely voluntary
body the purposes of which are self-explanatory.
(6) The Civic Trust and its 'regional counterparts, which are autonomous and
financially separate, are dedicated to promoting higher standards of planning and
architecture. It is not just a preservationist body; it is much concerned with design in
new buildings. Registered with the Trust are over 7o0 local amenity societies representing a very large number of individuals.
All of these bodies express the growing concern with conservation in Britain.
Membership of all is increasing, and their presence and voice at public inquiries is
becoming more and more apparent. It is probably only this voice that will make it
possible for new steps to be taken within government to provide resources in skill
and finance.

A. Technical Advice
Bodies such as the Civic Trust with full time qualified staffs are able to render
advice, and the Trust has in the past few years provided a substantial body of
documents on various aspects of conservation and enhancement. These are listed
in the appendix. But the Preservation Policy Group was correct when it acknowledged the need for the Department of the Environment to prepare a series of
memoranda. They suggested that the following subjects might be covered.
a) The siting and design of street furniture with particular reference to traffic
signs and street lighting. It is as needful to regulate the traffic in a historic town
as it is in any other, and it can be done without a forest of large and unsightly
signs if unduly complex Traffic Regulation Orders are avoided.
b) Multi-storey car parks. Obviously, if historic towns are to cater for visitors,
car parks must be provided and it would be rash to lay down that multi-storey
car parks should never be allowed in historic towns. Nevertheless the siting and
" Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953, 1 & 2 Eliz. 2, c. 49,

the grants total about $i.3 million per year.
" National Trust Act 1907, 7 Edw. 7, c. 136.
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design of car parks for historic towns need great care, both in relation to the

impact the actual structure will have on surrounding buildings and to the effect
that cars coming in and out will have on other traffic and on pedestrians.
c) The re-use of old materials. It is sometimes necessary for fine old buildings
to be pulled down, and where this is done as much as possible of the materials
should be stored, and local authorities should be given advice on how to store
them safely and how to re-use them.
d) The General Development Order 1963 gives a general planning permission
to carry out various minor developments, such as the building of small extensions, repainting and fencing (although if the building is listed specific listed
building consent may still be needed). The Minister can approve an Article
4 direction made by a local planning authority that, in a particular area, specific
planning permission is needed for minor works such as these. This is a useful
tool for ensuring the seemly appearance of a conservation area or a historic centre,
and we recommend that guidance on its use should be issued, especially in conservation areas.
e) Estate management techniques covering land tenure, the use of covenants and
the integration of both planning and estate control to ensure repair, conversion,
redevelopment and improvements to the environment, must contribute to a
planned programme of conservation. Some local authorties such as Bath Corporation, already own much property in their historic towns, and in these cases the
cost of the conversion itself may be one of the principal problems to be overcome. Sound estate management is as important for conservation areas as it is
for redevelopment schemes, and we think local authorities would welcome advice
on this point.

9

B. Finance
Finance, of course, is the heart of the matter. Whatever the technical difficulties of
conservation and enhancement are, they are ultimately soluble, but only at some cost.
The money being provided by government, centrally or locally, is at present inadequate. It is available in several ways. (i) The Minister can present grants for
the repair of buildings of outstanding interestY0 (ii) He can make loans to people
who own buildings which are special but not oustanding. However, there is no
loan fund and the Minister has never made a loan. (iii) Local authorities can make
loans or grants. This has not been often done. The figure for 1968-69 was $480,000,
but this figure includes the local authorities' shares in "town schemes" for which half
the money is provided by the Minister on the advice of the Historic Buildings Council. (iv) The government can provide grants under the Housing Act i969.7 (v) The
National Trust can acquire property for preservation purposes. (vi) The Minister
can acquire, repair, and sell property. The rest of the cost of conservation has to
be met privately and is being met to a large degree. But more pressure will have to
be placed on government, or we will find conservation falling behind development.
59
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Again the Preservation Policy Group has listed a number of steps which might
be taken.
I. Legislation should be introduced to enable local authorties who submit a new
type of General Conservation Scheme to be paid exchequer grant to meet fifty per
cent of the deficiency on their operation.
2. Pilot schemes of this nature should be carried out immediately in advance of
legislation, in Bath, Chester, Chichester and York.
3. The annual grants and loans to the owners of outstanding historic houses
made by the Minister of Housing and Local Government on the advice of the
Historic Buildings Council should be increased substantially beyond the present
figure [$1.3 million] to enable both more individual houses to be assisted and
more town schemes to be undertaken.
4. The possibility of an exchequer subsidy towards local authority expenditure on
the repair of listed buildings not included in Town Schemes or General Conservation Schemes should be considered.
5. The possibility of introducing legislation so that the Government may
guarantee advances made by building societies on the security of historic buildings
should be considered.
6. Local planning authorities should be given power to charge the owner when
they themselves repair listed buildings.
7. Existing legislation should be amended so that if an owner deliberately
neglects a listed building in order to realise its break-up value the local authority
32
may acquire the building at a price which excludes the break-up value element.
CONCLUSION

In this paper no mention has been made of enhancement measures that are taking
place in Britain. Trees are being planted at an increased rate; properties are being
deaned of 150 years of grime; non-conforming uses are gradually being removed
from historic towns and town centers; foot streets have been created in Norwich,
Bolton, and York. Several things point to the need for constant vigilance.
Most of the recommendations of the Preservation Policy Group, for example, are
still recommendations. Also, the government has refused to increase the amount
of money being allocated by the Minister. There is to be no money for the pilot
studies at York, Bath, Chester, or Chichester.
Moreover, there has been clear evidence during the past year that proposals
apparently unconnected with conservation could substantially affect historic buildings or conservation areas. Late in 1969 the motor manufacturers sought to increase
the maximum permitted weight and size of commercial vehicles. The Ministry
of Transport consulted a number of bodies, including the Civic Trust, to establish
their reaction. The Trust consulted over 700 local amenity societies and in a very
short time received over 300 replies. These were assembled and assessed in the
Trust's report on heavy lorries. The report provided some basic information upon
which the proposal could be assessed and also indicated the immense amount of
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damage being done by existing heavy lorries." The Secretary of State for the
Environment rejected the proposed increase late last year, but the motor manufacturers will no doubt raise the question again. Finally, within the last year insufficient Parliamentary time has been given to a Private Members Bill which attempts to close some of the gaps in existing legislation on protecting the environment
in conservation areas. Consequently, it is not now likely to become law.
We still need, in William Morris' words, to awaken and keep awake "the feeling
that our ancient buildings are not mere toys but sacred monuments of the nation's
growth and hope."
Appendix
Documents on various aspects of conservation and enhancement by the national
Civic Trust and the Civic Trust for the North West (CTNW).
I. The following are publications of the Civic Trust, Carlton House Terrace, London.
Conservation and the Role of the Local Society. This is a paper read by Michael Middleton, Director
of the Civic Trust. This paper suggests the part that the local amenity society may be able to play
in the implementation of conservation area policies. (out of print)
YoRE CONFERENCE OF AMENrTY SociTIFss: REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS AND BACKGROUND PAPERS. In
September 1968 a national conference of amenity societies was organized by the Civic Trust at the University of York. This report includes papers on Functions and Organizations, The Planning Process, Traff c
and Environment, Conservation, and New Development. (out of print)
Civic Trust Awards. Each year the Trust makes Awards for modern buildings of distinction the
designs of which pay due regard to their surroundings, and for developments of all types which improve
the scene.
MAGDALEN STRaEET, NoRwiciH (1967). The street improvement scheme undertaken by the Trust in
Norwich was the model for many other similar projects. It demonstrates how a worn shopping street
could be rehabilitated by means of a co-ordinated redecoration scheme and the removal of superfluous
clutter.
STREET ImTROvEmENT Ssm s.
A booklet, intended mainly for local authorities, local societies
and traders' associations, describing in detail how to promote a street improvement scheme.
SHOP FRONT (1963). An illustrated booklet demonstrates how well-designed shopfronts enhance their
surroundings.
THE Csvc TRusr TREs CANPAIGN. A booklet outlining the origin and development of the Trust's
Plant More Trees campaign which was launched in 1966.
Tan PREsEnvAToN AN PzANNo oF TiREs (x967). In the context of the Civic Amenities Act
1967, this document suggests how acceptable standards might be devised for the planting of trees on
new developments.
Tan TRusr IN PLANNING (1967). A planning guide for rebuilding city centers, urban renewal,
housing regeneration, conservation areas, reclaiming derelict land, and planning for leisure.
CoNsERVAT ON AR:EAs (i967). An illustrated Civic Trust survey deals with the opportunities for
area and group preservation offered by the provisions of the Civic Amenities Act.
PROTFCTION OF AREAS OF ARCHITEc'rAL IMPORTANCE (1967). This booklet looks at the wide
range of areas considered by fifteen local authorities to be eligible for designation as Conservation Areas
under section I of the Civic Amenities Act 1967.
DEREzicT LAND (1964). An illustrated survey of land rendered derelict by all types of mineral
extraction suggests methods of rehabilitation.
Touisir AND CONSERVA7ON IN CONWAY (1969). An illustrated study suggesting the way in which
a developing tourist and vacation trade might contribute in practical terms to the conservation of an
important historic town.
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HEAvY LoRiuas (1970). A survey and analysis of the effect of heavy lorries on the environment.
Tim EFFECT OF Pur ac Urmrry Woaxs UPoN Tm ENVmONMENT (1966). A paper by Graham Ashworth presented to the Annual Conference of the Royal Institute of British Architects in Dublin.

II. The following are publications of the Civic Trust for the North West, 56 Oxford
Street, Manchester, England.
A. n RnJuvENATION (1965). A pilot study for the rehabilitation of an area of substandard housing
in Rochdale.
STONE-ITs FUTmE API'EARANcr. (I966). Guidance for the control of the built environment of Stone,
Staffordshire. Reprint of an article from the Town Planning Review by Graham Ashworth.
Ciat PAms (x968). Detailed suggestions for the design and layout of surface car parks.
Camsrma V.LAGEs: AN ENVmRoNMENTAL VocAauwY (1969). Cheshire villages have been placed
into three categories by the county Council. This report suggests how new development could be
integrated into each category of village without detriment to existing character and identity.
ENvaoNm rrAz.L REcOvERY AT SKEmLmSALE (1969). Description of the aims and management
of an Environmental Recovery Project at Skelmersdale between 1966 and x969 under the aegis of CTNW
and the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. The scheme anticipated one of
the principal objectives of the Housing Act 1969.
HAWoRTH: Tousas
AND CoNSERVATION (1971). Recommendations for expanding the tourist industry
and conserving the character of the BrontZ village of Haworth, Yorkshire.
Ra ssorrom: STUDY OF A VALLEy TowN (197x). Guidance for the control, maintenance and improvement of the environment of Ramsbottom, Lancashire.

